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Dear Historical,

I think we can agree. The best way to save a veteran from the hell of PTSD
and other post-war issues is to not send them to war in the first place. The
Libertarian Party remains the only party dedicated 100% to an anti-war
policy. While Republicans are off policing the world, and Democrats are
campaigning like peaceful little doves despite consistently funding &
entangling us in violent foreign affairs, the members of the Libertarian Party
support our troops right here at home, where they should be. 

As Veterans' Day approaches, show your support by ordering some anti-
war merchandise from our LP Store. Order one for yourself, and order one
for the veteran in your life. Use the links below to order today!

 

Caryn Ann Harlos <carynannharlos@gmail.com>
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Order Now

Caryn Ann,

I think we can agree. The best way to save a veteran from the hell of PTSD
and other post-war issues is to not send them to war in the first place. The
Libertarian Party remains the only party dedicated 100% to an anti-war
policy. While Republicans are off policing the world, and Democrats are
campaigning like peaceful little doves despite consistently funding &
entangling us in violent foreign affairs, the members of the Libertarian Party
support our troops right here at home, where they should be. 

As Veterans' Day approaches, show your support by ordering some anti-
war merchandise from our LP Store. Order one for yourself, and order one
for the veteran in your life. Use the links below to order today!
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